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ploughshares Fund is building a safe, secure world 

by investing in the people and institutions working to 

reduce and ultimately eliminate nuclear weapons and  

to promote peace in regions of conflict. ploughshares  

Fund is supported by gifts from individuals, families  

and foundations.
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letter from the chairmantable of contents
practice. Unfortunately, the subject is often too arcane 
and removed from daily life to get the attention and 
support required to sustain major policy changes and 
truly make the world a safer place. Our search for just 
the right person quickly led us to Joseph Cirincione, 
highly-regarded policy expert, Capitol Hill veteran and 
a “go to” person for journalists on any of the many 
nuclear weapons-related issues that arise every day. 
At a moment of unprecedented opportunity to 
foster fundamental changes in the direction of U.S. 
nuclear weapons policy, we were indeed fortunate 
and delighted to welcome someone of Joe’s stature 
and intellect into the leadership of this organization.

As we look ahead, we are happy to report that 
Ploughshares Fund has never been stronger 
and has never been more optimistic 
about what we can do to reduce the 
threat posed by nuclear weapons. 
We thank all of our supporters 
for encouraging and enabling our 
drive toward the ultimate goal of 
ridding the world of these terrifying 
weapons.

Sincerely,

Dear Friends,
This past year has been momentous for Ploughshares 
Fund. Following the death in October 2006 of our 
visionary founder Sally Lilienthal, the Board of Directors 
and key staff members focused very intensely on our 
mission and future. Over the past few years, we had 
been broadening and deepening our efforts to reduce the 
threat of nuclear weapons and we had also launched a 
$25,000,000 endowment drive. But during 2007, we also 
recognized the rapidly changing world leadership and the 
related window of opportunity to dramatically change 
America’s nuclear posture. 

In late 2007, the board made several crucial 
decisions: First, to establish a presence in Washington, 
DC, so that we could more directly inform and 
influence key policy leaders. Second, to commit to more 
than doubling our investments in the peace and security 
field over the next five years.

The principle behind this expansion is very simple: 
we don’t want to wake up one day and say, “The good 
news is that we have amassed a large endowment fund 
which has grown over the years; the bad news is that a 
nuclear weapon has gone off in a major American city.”

Having resolved to maximize the amount we were 
prepared to invest in fulfilling our mission, we next 
committed to finding a president for the Fund who 
could greatly increase our “outside” presence and, most 
importantly, could help broaden public understanding 
of the critical issues surrounding nuclear policy and roger l. hale, chaIrmaN
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Dear Friends,
Throughout his historic campaign, President-elect Barack 
Obama often cited the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. to illustrate this defining moment of our history. He 
spoke of “the fierce urgency of now,” and the need to 

“move past indecision to action,” because, as Dr. 
King warned, “there is such a thing as being too 

late.”
A new moment has begun. Not just 
because we have a new president. There 

is a confluence of historical currents that, 

together, create a powerful movement for change: a new 
generation of global leaders less wed to policies of the 
past and more open to strategies for the future; a  
recognition of the failure of past administrations’ nuclear 
policies; and, perhaps most importantly, a growing 
movement of civil society from all political persuasions 
that is providing leadership for a bold new vision of a 
world without nuclear weapons.

Now, our job at Ploughshares Fund is to sustain and 
build on this momentum. By investing in individuals 
and organizations that can make a real difference,  
knitting these initiatives together for maximum impact, 
and leveraging our own expertise to help shape the  
strategies going forward, we believe we can create an 
effort greater than the sum of its parts. 

We want to change nuclear policy now. For the  
next year, we have targeted five key areas: promote  
the elimination of nuclear weapons; prevent nuclear  
terrorism; thwart new nuclear-armed states; build  
regional peace and stability; and reduce the  
threats from ballistic missiles. We have developed  
benchmarks to measure our progress so that you  
will know your contributions to Ploughshares  
Fund are yielding results.

Key to our success will be the people – the  
leaders – who are building a new future with our  
support. Ronald Reagan once said that the challenge 
of leadership is “to have the vision to dream of a better, 
safer world and the courage, persistence, and patience  

letter from the president and        executive Director
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to turn that dream into reality.” In the following pages 
you will meet individuals who exemplify all of these 
qualities: Bruce Blair, Rachel Kleinfeld, Trita Parsi,  
Victoria Holt, Matthew Bunn, Kennette Benedict  
and Dipankar Banerjee.

They and the many other leaders supported by 
Ploughshares Fund are informing and influencing  
decision makers, producing pivotal independent  
analyses, expanding the public’s knowledge and  
catalyzing public support. 

Ours goals are ambitious and challenging. You 
would not want anything less. Especially now. These 
kinds of policy moments don’t come along often, and 
they don’t last long. The window is now open. With 
your partnership and the kind of smart, strategic  
investments described on these pages we believe we  
can fundamentally change U.S. nuclear policy, and  
in so doing, change the world. 

As Dr. King said, “Now let us begin.”

With confidence and resolve,

Naila Bolus, execUtIve DIrector

Joseph ciriNcioNe, presIDeNt

policy goals and strategies
•	 promote	the	elimination	of	nuclear	weapons

•	 prevent	nuclear	terrorism

•	 thwart	new	nuclear	states

•	 build	regional	peace	and	stability

•	 reduce	the	threats	from	ballistic	missiles

•	 inform	and	influence	decision	makers

•	 produce	pivotal	independent	analyses

•	 expand	the	public’s	knowledge	and	catalyze	 
public	support

letter from the president and        executive Director
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edie allen is president of the Colombe Foundation, 
which “seeks to create a peaceful world through changes 
in American policy.”

reza aslan is the author of No god but God: The 
Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam and the new  
How to Win a Cosmic War.

Douglas carlston founded Broderbund Software. 
He now leads Tawala Systems and chairs the board of 
Public Radio International.

Joseph cirincione, president, is the author of 
Bomb Scare: The History and Future of Nuclear Weapons 
and an expert advisor to the Congressional Commission 
on the Strategic Posture of the U.S.

michael Douglas is an actor, producer, two-time 
Academy Award winner and UN Messenger of Peace.

gloria Duffy served as Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of Defense in the Clinton Administration, and is now 
CEO of the Commonwealth Club of California.

mary lloyd estrin is vice president of the human 
rights-focused General Service Foundation and a trustee 
of Vassar College.  

angela Foster is a leader in community education 
and former program director of the Aspen Community 
School.

roger l. hale, chairman, is the former CEO 
of the Minneapolis-based Tennant Company, and is 
currently on the board of the Walker Art Center.

David holloway is the author of Stalin and The Bomb 
and professor of political science and history at Stanford 
University.

John hoyt is founder and principal of Pyramid 
Communications, a public affairs firm dedicated to 
socially responsible causes.

richard pritzlaff is president of the Biophilia 
Foundation and a leader in efforts to restore and 
preserve wildlife habitats.

leadership Board of Directors
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robert a. rubinstein is professor of anthropology 
and international relations at Syracuse University, 
specializing in the anthropology of peacekeeping.

cynthia ryan is principal of the Schooner 
Foundation and serves on the board of Women for 
Women International.

gail seneca founded Seneca Capital and Luminent 
Capital, and is the treasurer of the Foundation for the 
People of Burma.

robert e. sims is a trial lawyer and former federal 
prosecutor, and served as an advisor to the State 
Department on transnational organized crime.

patricia F. sullivan, treasurer, is deputy director of 
the Natural Resources Defense Council and an advisory 
director of the Metropolitan Opera.

Brooks walker III, secretary, is principal of Walker-
Warner Architects and serves on the board of San Francisco 
Planning and Urban Research.

edith B. wilkie is president of the Peace Through 
Law Education Fund and is the former director of the 
congressional Arms Control and Foreign Policy Caucus.

philip w. yun is vice president for resource development 
at the Asia Foundation and was a senior policy advisor on 
North Korea policy at the U.S. State Department.
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global Zero
With growing consensus that the utility of nuclear 
weapons has declined since the end of the Cold War, 
some of history’s most ardent proponents of a strong 
U.S. nuclear posture – former Secretaries of State Henry 
Kissinger and George Shultz, to name a few – have gone 
on record calling for a “bold initiative” to build a “world 
free of nuclear weapons.”  

For Bruce Blair, founder and president of the World 
Security Institute, this is the first time in the nuclear age 
that eliminating nuclear weapons has become feasible. 

“What makes it possible to imagine is the political  
coalition that brings left, right and center together  
in common cause.” To realize the promise of this  
unprecedented, perhaps fleeting moment in history, 
Blair was inspired to launch Global Zero, a new  
worldwide popular drive for an international agreement 
to eliminate all nuclear weapons by a date certain. 

If that sounds like a lofty ambition, think  
Al Gore and the movement to reverse global warming. 
Indeed, the Academy Award-winning producers of  
An Inconvenient Truth are now working on a major  

leader Bruce Blair
world security Institute, washington, Dc 

policy goals and strategies

• promote the elimination of nuclear weapons
• inform and influence decision makers
• expand the public’s knowledge and catalyze public support
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or technical malfunction would result in an  
unintentional nuclear strike. 

“What I learned from the de-alerting campaign 
on one hand, and the near-universal awareness 
about global warming on the other, is that to 

engage the public, to achieve the transformation 
we are calling for, you need a simple idea and a 
moral vision that people can adopt. This is not 
about the CTBT, FMCT, NPT, or any of the issues 
that get lost when they are debated by politicians 
behind closed doors. Zero is a concept everyone 
can understand. We are talking not just about the 
steps for getting there, but about the end state – a 
nuclear weapon-free world.”

documentary film on Global Zero, while Blair and  
his partners traverse the globe, enlisting the  
support of political, military and business leaders  
to participate in a World Summit to Eliminate 
Nuclear Weapons in 2010. “The summit will mark 
the beginning of negotiations to define a roadmap 
to zero and a time-bound agreement for getting 
there,” he says.

Blair’s vision and determination are grounded 
in his personal history and service as a Minuteman 
ICBM launch control officer in the U.S. Air Force 
during the early 1970s. “That experience revealed 
to me that despite the enormous dangers, public 
and political comprehension of nuclear weapons 
was misinformed and stood in the way of rational 
nuclear policy. My career from that point on has 
been all about trying to correct the record.” Later, 
Blair took up what he thought was the most urgent 
task facing the world – taking nuclear weapons  
off hair-trigger alert – and spearheaded a public 
campaign to reduce the risk that human error  

“to engage the public, to achieve the transformation 

we are calling for, you need a simple idea and a 

moral vision that people can adopt.”
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a pipeline for New leaders
Rachel Kleinfeld thinks back to countless national 
elections and remembers growing increasingly 
frustrated with the candidates’ rhetoric on national 
security. Loathe to be labeled as “soft” on defense, many 
otherwise progressive candidates parroted right-wing 
slogans, while others who voiced opposition to the war 
in Iraq, for example, were marginalized as representing 
the far-left wing of American politics. “There was a 
missed opportunity,” she says, “to articulate a uniquely 
progressive vision for a strong national defense, and 
make national security a winning issue for progressive 
politicians and national leaders.”

It wasn’t just winning or losing elections that made 
this stunted political conversation so urgent for Kleinfeld. 
She had spent her life – beginning at age 16 when she 
started an Amnesty International chapter in her home 
town of Fairbanks, Alaska – working for human rights 
and economic justice in India, Israel and the Middle East. 
She saw first-hand how policies that most impact peace 
and security in the world are made within the narrow 

leader rachel Kleinfeld
truman National security project, washington, Dc 

policy goals and strategies

• thwart new nuclear states
• produce pivotal independent analyses
• expand the public’s knowledge and catalyze public support 
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both parties placed Truman fellows on their senior 
staffs, as did newly-elected members of Congress, 
and even veteran Senators. 

Kleinfeld chose as a namesake for the 
organization a president who presided over an 
era in which an unprecedented threat arose 

that required recalibrating our national security 
apparatus. “Men make history and not the other 
way around,” Truman said. “In periods where 
there is no leadership, society stands still. Progress 
occurs when courageous, skillful leaders seize the 
opportunity to change things for the better.” In 
that spirit, Kleinfeld aims to make history.

security establishment in the U.S., and how these 
policies were making the world less secure. 

Why then, with the plethora of think tanks  
generating new ideas and useful policy prescriptions,  
was the U.S. security paradigm not shifting? 
Delving into cognitive research into how people 
formulate new world views, Kleinfeld noticed 
a key difference between progressives and the 
conservatives who had dominated political 
discourse over the past decade: progressives 
emphasize issues; conservatives focus on people.

So Kleinfeld took a page from the conservative 
manual and in 2005 co-founded the Truman 
National Security Project, a leadership institute to 
recruit and train up-and-coming progressive leaders. 
The aim is to equip the next generation with sharp 
communication and political skills, as well as deep 
security knowledge, and make them available not 
just to draft position papers and talking points, but 
to become trusted advisors to political leaders. In 
the 2008 presidential race, major candidates from 

“there was a missed opportunity to make national 

security a winning issue for progressive politicians 

and national leaders.”

leader rachel Kleinfeld
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try a little Diplomacy
Action by the U.S. House of Representatives in the 
waning days of the 110th Congress was not the 

“October surprise” on Iran that many had feared. Instead, 
urged by a coalition of peace and security organizations 
and, notably, a growing chorus of their Iranian 
American constituents, members of Congress withdrew 
support for a resolution calling on the president to 
impose a naval blockade of Iran. The campaign to defeat 
H. Con. Res. 362 pitted one of the most powerful 
lobbies in Washington against the much smaller, 
younger National Iranian American Council (NIAC). 
NIAC prevailed. 

Washington insiders who have encountered NIAC’s 
founder and president Trita Parsi would not have been 
surprised by the success of the campaign. In op-eds, 
public appearances and meetings with co-sponsors of 
the resolution, Parsi clearly and forcefully emphasized 
that the measure about to sail through Congress, with 
no debate or opposition, could be interpreted as an act 
of war against Iran.

leader trita parsi
National Iranian american council, washington, Dc 

policy goals and strategies

• thwart new nuclear states
• build regional peace and stability
• inform and influence decision makers
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the war. We wanted to make it clear that no matter 
how much we opposed the regime in Iran, our 
community did not believe that war was an answer.”  

Israel’s former foreign minister called Parsi’s 
recent book, Treacherous Alliances: The Secret 
Dealings of Israel, Iran and the United States “a 

brilliant interpretation of one of today’s most 
enigmatic conflicts.” “What I try to show,” says 
Parsi, “is that it is not primarily an ideological 
battle, but a strategic conflict. If it’s strategic, it’s 
possible to find a solution.”

The Iranian-born Parsi, who was raised and 
educated in Sweden, is no stranger to Capitol 
Hill, having worked in the office of Republican 
Congressman Bob Ney. He is a consistent, powerful 
voice for a more rational, less confrontational 
U.S. policy toward Iran and for a resolution to 
the impasse over Iran’s nuclear program through 
diplomacy. Bringing Iranian Americans into the 
debate will be key to the success of that effort.

“We started NIAC just after 9/11,” explains 
Parsi. “Iranian Americans have lived the American 
dream, and while we have achieved extraordinary 
professional and economic success, as a community 
we have been somewhat reticent about participating 
in civic life. NIAC wanted to provide a way for 
Iranian Americans to contribute to the national 
debate, including issues that directly affect our 
community.” Those issues multiplied as talk of war 
with Iran intensified. 

“We saw how the presumption that Iraqi 
Americans supported an invasion was used to justify 

“we wanted to make it clear that no matter how 

much we opposed the regime in Iran, our community 

did not believe that war was an answer.”     
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the Future of peace
In principle, at least, the world can no longer look the 
other way while civilian populations are subjected to 
genocide and mass atrocities, as they were in Rwanda 
and the Balkans in the 1990s. “In 2005 the UN General 
Assembly did a pretty amazing thing,” says Victoria Holt,  
co-director of the Future of Peace Operations project 
at the Henry L. Stimson Center. “They agreed that 
if a country can no longer protect its own people 
from genocide, ethnic cleansing or mass killings, 
then, but only then, its sovereignty falls away and the 
international community has the responsibility to 
protect those civilians – whether through diplomacy, 
humanitarian action or, as a last resort, by military 
intervention.” But the enduring violence in Darfur 
reveals how difficult it is to put the principle of the 

“responsibility to protect” – R2P for short – into practice. 
While peacekeeping forces are being deployed 

around the world in record numbers, protecting 
civilians is not what militaries are traditionally trained 
or equipped to do. It’s not exactly war-fighting; it’s 
not supervising a peace agreement. “What does a 

leader victoria holt
henry l. stimson center, washington, Dc 

policy goals and strategies

• build regional peace and stability
• inform and influence decision makers
• produce pivotal independent analyses    
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conflicts be addressed and resolved, especially in 
the regions where nuclear weapons are a factor. 

It is often said that what is needed to end 
the violence in places like Darfur and to prevent 
future conflict is political will by the world’s 

leaders. To Holt, something else is required – the 
operational capacity to act. Gareth Evans says that 
means “developing a new doctrine, new rules of 
engagement and new kinds of training. Victoria 
Holt has shown us the way on all these topics.”

peacekeeper do when civilians are attacked? Do 
they use force to protect the civilians where they 
flee? Do they go after bad guys?” she asks. From 
interviews with military leaders who have led 
missions where mass atrocities prevailed – tough, 
experienced commanders who are haunted by their 
experiences – Holt is building a new understanding 
of how militaries need to adapt to changing 
mandates, and how protecting civilians ultimately 
prevents the recurrence of violent conflict and 
builds stability. According to Gareth Evans, former 
foreign minister of Australia and the architect 
of R2P, “Victoria Holt’s work on the military 
dimensions of protecting civilians is in a class of 
its own, meticulously researched, lucidly written, 
sharp-eyed and hard-nosed.”

Such cutting-edge thinking will be a 
prerequisite in the new era of global relations and 
regional conflict. The road to zero nuclear weapons 
and a safer, more peaceful world will require 
that the toughest political grievances and violent 

leader victoria holt

the road to zero nuclear weapons and a safer,  

more peaceful world will require that the toughest 

political grievances and violent conflicts be 

addressed and resolved.
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No Nuclear terror
“Every presidential candidate,” wrote Matthew Bunn 
during the 2008 campaign, “should be asked a central 
question: What is your plan to prevent terrorists from 
incinerating the heart of a U.S. city with a nuclear bomb?”

Thanks to Bunn’s frequent trips to Capitol Hill to 
testify, his unparalleled technical assessments and his 
annual “Securing the Bomb” scorecard, there should 
be no doubt in the mind of any national leader about 
where the effort needs to be focused: at the sites where 
nuclear bomb-usable material is stored. “The nuclear 
material for a bomb is small and easy to hide or smuggle. 
Once nuclear material leaves the facility where it is 
supposed to be, it could be anywhere, and the problems 
of finding it and preventing its use multiply a thousand-
fold.” The challenge is to find and secure all of the 
potentially vulnerable caches around the world, and to 
get there before the terrorists and thieves.

Bunn knows what “vulnerable” looks like. Visiting 
the notorious building 116 at the Kurchatov Institute 
in Moscow in 1993, he realized that enough highly-
enriched uranium (HEU) to make a nuclear bomb was 

leader matthew Bunn
managing the atom project, harvard University 

policy goals and strategies

• prevent nuclear terrorism
• produce pivotal independent analyses
• inform and influence decision makers
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for removing more than 30 nuclear bombs worth  
of HEU and securing enough material for 
approximately 8,000 dirty bombs. (If there’s a 
gene for leadership on making the world safe from 

nuclear weapons, Bunn undoubtedly inherited it. His 
father, George Bunn, helped negotiate the nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty, and served on Ploughshares 
Fund’s Board of Directors in the 1980s.) 

So, what would he tell the new president about 
preventing nuclear terrorism? “Make it one of the 
highest priorities of your administration. There is still 
a dangerous gap between the urgency of the threat 
and the pace of the U.S. and international response.”

stored in the equivalent of a high school gym locker, 
protected by a single guard armed with a pistol. 

Since then, he says, “an immense amount 
has been accomplished to lock down, destroy or 
remove nuclear material at dozens of sites around 
the world,” but security still ranges “from excellent 
to appalling.” The obstacles are rarely technical; 
they’re bureaucratic and political. Before 9/11, he 
was one of the few analysts to write about Osama 
Bin Laden’s attempts to acquire nuclear material, 
and worked to cobble together funds from private 
and government sources to address the threat. 
The agreement by the Department of Energy to 
contribute to an international Nuclear Security 
Fund was reached on September 10, 2001. Later, 
frustrated by the inefficiency of an array of small, 
underfunded but critical efforts to get rid of HEU 
all over the world, he put together a network of 
experts and legislators who established the Global 
Threat Reduction Initiative – which, since its 
inception in 2004, has been responsible  

leader matthew Bunn

“there is still a dangerous gap between the urgency  

of the threat and the pace of the U.s. and international 

response.” 
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Five minutes to midnight
With the announcement on January 17, 2007 by 
Kennette Benedict, executive director of The Bulletin 
of the Atomic Scientists, that the hands of the famous 

“doomsday clock” had been moved two minutes closer 
to midnight, people everywhere understood the gravity 
facing the world in a way that no speech, no report, 
indeed, that no words, could convey. Over a thousand 
news outlets worldwide covered the event, quoting  
Benedict, who said, “this change reflects the global 
failures to solve the problems posed by nuclear weapons 
and by climate change.”

Acknowledging global climate change among the 
factors bringing the world closer to annihilation is 
just one of the ways Benedict has shown leadership 
and innovation in reaching new audiences of both 
experts and the lay public with crucial and timely 
information about global security. Another is how the 
information is delivered. “The future of publishing 
is electronic,” she says. “Our digital publishing 
platform allows us to offer a different experience to 
the online reader, and a partnership with a major 

leader Kennette Benedict
the Bulletin of the atomic scientists, chicago, Il 

policy goals and strategies

• promote the elimination of nuclear weapons
• prevent nuclear terrorism
• build regional peace and stability
• expand the public’s knowledge and catalyze public support
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objective is to warn, inform and offer solutions.”
And the world is taking notice. Last year, 

Benedict’s innovations were honored with the 
magazine industry’s Academy Award – the 

National Magazine Award for General Excellence. 
“The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists remains 
steadfast in its clarion call that the world has not 
yet tamed the nuclear beast,” wrote the judges. 

“The Bulletin remains relevant today because of its 
persuasive insight into the range of causes for our 
eroding global security. Its iconic clock now ticks 
more urgently than ever.”

internet provider will soon make sixty years of 
our reporting available with a click.”

Although the scientists who were involved 
in the early days of the magazine – Robert 
Oppenheimer, Hans Bethe and many others 
– would hardly recognize its shiny exterior, its 
purpose is even more relevant today. “They 
believed in the rights of citizens to information,” 
says Benedict, who took the helm of The Bulletin 
in 2005, after directing the International Peace and 
Security Program at the John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation for eighteen years. “We 
need to tell people that they know enough about 
public policy to make decisions that are good 
for them, whether it’s about their health care or 
about nuclear weapons. As we enter a period of 
new danger and new opportunities to dramatically 
improve our security, expanding the public’s 
knowledge and giving them the tools to participate 
will be critical. “The purpose of the doomsday 
clock is not to scare people,” she says. “Our 

leader Kennette Benedict

as we enter a period of new danger and new 

opportunities to dramatically improve our security, 

expanding the public’s knowledge and giving them 

the tools to participate will be critical.



leader Dipankar Banerjee
Institute for peace and conflict studies, New Delhi, India 

policy goals and strategies

• promote the elimination of nuclear weapons
• build regional peace and stability
• produce pivotal independent analyses

a path to peace in south asia
After three and a half decades in the Indian Army, 
Major General Dipankar Banerjee retired, not to a life 
of relaxation and leisure, but to take on the formidable 
challenge of preventing war in a region beset with conflict 
and armed with nuclear weapons. Several tough tours of 
duty in Jammu and Kashmir were enough to convince 
him that “counter force is a poor tool to end violence. 
Instead what is required is understanding, patience and 
conciliation. Bringing peace is hard work, but a challenge 
that we owe to ourselves and to humanity.”

At the height of tensions between India and Pakistan 
in the late 1990s, General Banerjee directed week-long 
workshops in Sri Lanka for young scientists, journalists 
and aspiring political leaders from the subcontinent 
and China, with Ploughshares Fund support. “Where 
opportunities for cross-border interaction are severely 
limited, this program allowed us to jointly explore ways 
to peace through confidence building.”  He recalls that 

“while both countries were hurling invectives at each 
other and no dialogue between them seemed possible, 
we managed to bring together a group of young, bright 

20
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“Our current work at the Institute focuses on 
the possibility of a nuclear weapon-free world,” 
says General Banerjee. “Key to the success of 
this enterprise is engaging young minds and new 
leadership.” Indeed, while retired military officials 

and former statesmen may be paving the way 
for a world free of nuclear weapons, it is the new 
leaders who will need to walk down that road to 
achieve the vision. No wonder General Banerjee 
sees nurturing the next generation as “the most 
satisfying part of our work.”

potential leaders of tomorrow. That they met in a 
cordial atmosphere and at the end, parted as friends, 
is indeed a tribute to their own genius and the 
success of the process in which they were engaged.”

He brings the same spirit of cooperative 
problem solving to the non-partisan and 
independent Institute for Peace and Conflict 
Studies in New Delhi. “General Banerjee is a 
superb organizer and convenor,” says Michael 
Krepon, founder of the Henry L. Stimson Center 
and one of America’s leading authorities on South 
Asian security. “He has become a central figure in 
the regional security dialogue.”

Ironically, the recent period of relative calm 
between India and Pakistan has given rise to a new 
concern, that is, that awareness of how nuclear 
war could unfold is beginning to erode among the 
keepers of the two countries’ nuclear arsenals. The 
Institute will mark the tenth anniversary of India’s 
and Pakistan’s nuclear tests with forums designed to 
rebuild understanding of the risks of nuclear use.

“counter force is a poor tool to end violence. Instead 

what is required is understanding, patience and 

conciliation. Bringing peace is hard work, but a 

challenge that we owe to ourselves and to humanity.”
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Sally Lilienthal was impatient. Ploughshares Fund’s 
founder believed in seizing opportunities when they 
arose and taking extraordinary action in response to 
extraordinary needs. Always urging those around her to 
strive for maximum impact when it counted most, Sally 
would have been the first to applaud the decision by 
Ploughshares Fund’s Board of Directors to dramatically 
expand our capacity and take the lead in sustaining the 
new momentum for a nuclear weapon-free world.

In the months before her death in October 2006, 
Sally was helping to craft the plan for a new Ploughshares 
Fund endowment. Guided by her vision, the board 
launched a $25 million endowment campaign in order 
to establish an innovative, unrestricted endowment, the 
|Sally Lilienthal Legacy Fund. 

True to Sally’s wishes, this fund is creating a new 
kind of investment pool that will allow us to seize the 
unprecedented and potentially short-lived opportunity 
to move convincingly down the path toward a nuclear 

weapon-free world. It will enable us to provide critical 
resources to projects, programs and individuals  
proportional to the opportunities available and at a scale 
that greatly increases their potential for real impact, 
breakthroughs or achievement of key milestones. 

Time is of the essence. Ploughshares Fund must 
press the new administration to begin to implement 
President Obama’s clearly stated goal of leading a global 
campaign to eliminate nuclear weapons. Accordingly, we 
are committed to early completion of the $25 million 
campaign  — in time to make significant progress toward 
fulfillment of those promises early in the president’s first 
term. And, Sally Lilienthal’s family has indicated that 
her Cow Hollow Foundation is prepared to award an 
additional extraordinary contribution when we reach 
our $25 million goal. Thus, gifts to the Sally Lilienthal 
Legacy Fund will leverage even greater resources. 

With this report, we have secured $21,878,250 in 
gifts and irrevocable commitments. 

sally lilienthal  legacy Fund
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lead gift

edie allen 

Sally’S	CirCle

lew and sheana Butler

cow hollow Foundation

michael K. Douglas

robert and mary lloyd estrin 

roger hale and Nor hall

sally lilienthal

Owen	Chamberlain’S	CirCle	1

estate of mary lecron Foster and george m. Foster, Jr.

anonymous

hanS	bethe’S	CirCle	2

Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation • Brico Fund llc 

angela and Jeremy Foster • estate of richard h. goodwin, sr.

Julie and parker hall • richard and sarah pritzlaff

gail p. seneca • anonymous

NoNproliferatioN partNers

reza aslan • James B. Blume and Kathryn w. Frank • c.J.l. charitable Foundation 

Double e Foundation • David and arlene holloway

robert a. rubinstein and sandra D. lane • robert e. sims • patricia F. sullivan 

Brooks walker III • edith B. wilkie • philip yun and melissa millsaps • anonymous

1  ploughshares Fund founding Board member, received the Nobel prize in 

physics, worked on the manhattan project and later traveled to hiroshima, 

becoming a leader in the nuclear freeze movement of the 1980s.

2  lifelong ploughshares Fund supporter, received the Nobel prize in 

physics, and after working on the manhattan project at los alamos, 

became a campaigner for scientists to cease working on nuclear weapons.

 

25th anniversary $25 million endowment campaign donors
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acroNym iNstitute 
loNdoN, uNited KiNgdom
For policy research and advocacy on British nuclear weapons 
policy, work in international forums to promote nuclear 
nonproliferation and disarmament, and the publication of the 
international journal Disarmament Diplomacy.  $80,000

actual films 
saN fraNcisco, ca
to support dissemination of the film Wonders Are Many:  
The Making of Dr. Atomic.  $15,000

agape fouNdatioN 
saN fraNcisco, ca
to support the 2007 agape peace prize event.  $500

alliaNce for Nuclear accouNtaBility 
seattle, Wa
to support the umbrella organization for 35 local, regional and 
national groups engaged in public education and advocacy around 
nuclear weapons programs and clean-up at Department of energy 
nuclear facilities, including coordination of opposition to Doe’s 
complex transformation plan.  $50,000

america aBroad media 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support coverage of international security and nonproliferation 
on america abroad, an hour-long public radio program on U.s. 
foreign policy and regional security.  $50,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

americaN eNviroNics 
oaKlaNd, ca
to support research and focus groups aimed at developing 
a messaging strategy that overcomes the role fear plays in 
attitudes and motivation in political behavior.  $50,000

americaN frieNds service committee 
oaKlaNd, ca
peace primary award. see page 33.  $44,585

americaNforeigNpolicy.org 
hartford, ct
to support a new website designed to provide the public 
and organizations with progressive policy analyses and 
recommendations on foreign policy.  $9,000

grants list  2007-2008
americaNs for iNformed democracy 
Baltimore, md
to support an organizing conference and town hall meetings on 
campuses around the country during the 2008 campaign season 
to educate and engage students on the need for dialogue and 
diplomacy with Iran.  $25,000

aNalytical ceNter oN NoN-proliferatioN  
oBNiNsK, russia
to support research on securing and eliminating nuclear materials in 
russia, for use by russian policymakers and audiences.  $30,000

arms coNtrol associatioN 
WashiNgtoN, dc

to support media outreach, public education and policy advocacy 
on the full range of arms control and nonproliferation issues, and 
for publication of Arms Control Today.  $175,000 

to enable nuclear experts to meet with members of the Nuclear 
suppliers group in vienna to discuss alternatives to the proposed 
U.s.-India nuclear cooperation deal.  $14,750 

atlaNta WaNd 
atlaNta, ga
to support grassroots organizing, media outreach and advocacy 
with elected officials to raise awareness and opposition to 
proposed programs for nuclear reprocessing and weapons 
development at the savannah river site.  $25,000

arms coNtrol advocacy collaBorative  
washINgtoN, Dc

a unique lobbying collaborative launched by ploughshares 
Fund in 2002, the arms control advocacy collaborative – 
ac2 for short – brings together 14 leading washington, Dc 
organizations to advance a common nonproliferation and 
arms control legislative agenda. led by ploughshares Fund’s 
Director of government affairs terri lodge ac2 claimed vic-
tory this year on the issue at the top of its agenda, with the 
decision by both houses of congress to eliminate funding 
for the reliable replacement warhead, along with cuts in 
funding for missile defense programs. ac2 remains at the 
forefront of efforts to build opposition to the expansion of 
the nuclear weapons complex, promote direct engagement 
with Iran, increase funding for programs to prevent nuclear 
terrorism and prevent the weaponization of space.  $84,301  
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michael BeatoN  
seattle, Wa
to engage the business community in developing new approaches 
to nuclear waste clean-up at the hanford nuclear site.  $15,000

British americaN security iNformatioN couNcil 
WashiNgtoN, dc aNd loNdoN, uK
For the “getting to Zero” campaign for nuclear disarmament, and 
to strengthen research, media outreach and policy advocacy in 
the U.s. and europe on nuclear nonproliferation and transatlantic 
security.  $165,000

BulletiN of the atomic scieNtists 
chicago, il
For publication of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists magazine 
and website, and promotion of the landmark “doomsday clock.”  
$100,000 

campaigN for a Nuclear WeapoNs free World 
seattle, Wa
to support the launch of a coordinated and strategic public 
education campaign that seeks to raise the visibility and 
legitimacy of the goal of nuclear disarmament.  $30,000

capital NeWs coNNectioN 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For reporting on local angles of national and international security 
issues for public radio stations in the U.s., and the “ask your 
lawmaker” internet initiative.  $40,000

carNegie eNdoWmeNt for iNterNatioNal peace 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to promote a framework for achieving nuclear disarmament, 
educate members of congress on nonproliferation issues and 
convene the 2009 Nonproliferation conference.  $50,000 

to provide a comprehensive accounting of the total amount 
the U.s. spends on nuclear security and to recommend better 
spending to enhance national security.  $15,000 

catalytic diplomacy, iNc. 
chevy chase, md
to enable a high-level U.s. delegation to participate in meetings 
in Beijing, pyongyang and tokyo aimed at sustaining the six-party 
process on North Korean denuclearization.  $15,000

ceNter for arms coNtrol aNd NoNproliferatioN 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to educate members of congress and the public on 
nonproliferation issues and advocate effective policies to reduce 
nuclear risks.  $80,500

peace primary award. see page 33.  $3,950

ceNter for iNterNatioNal policy 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to convene a high-profile task force to examine ethnic divisions 
as roots of conflict in pakistan and to recommend solutions to 
policymakers.  $40,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

ceNter for iNterNatioNal security aNd cooperatioN 
staNford, ca
to support continued meetings among experts and officials in the 
U.s., North Korea and other governments involved in efforts to 
resolve the North Korean nuclear and security crisis.  $50,000 

Ploughshares Fund board member David Holloway is affiliated with 
this organization. Please see Conflict of Interest Policy, page 44.

ceNter for Justice aNd peaceBuildiNg 
harrisoNBurg, va
For the 3D security campaign to promote a balanced approach 
to security that combines diplomacy, development and defense, 
through advocacy and coordination with military and government 
officials and civil society organizations.  $40,000

ceNter for strategic aNd iNterNatioNal studies 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to engage senior officials from key countries in efforts to build 
international support for cooperative means of dissuading Iran 
from pursuing a nuclear weapons capability, and to prevent other 
states in the region from seeking nuclear weapons.  $55,000

For the post-conflict reconstruction project, which provides 
research, policy advocacy and media outreach aimed at improving 
efforts by the U.s. government and its international partners to 
prevent conflict and rebuild societies after war.  $50,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

chicago humaNities festival 
chicago, il
to support a special festival session titled “getting to abolition,” 
featuring author Jonathan schell and peter sellars, director of the 
opera Dr. Atomic.  $6,000

ChurCheS’	Center	fOr	theOlOgy	and	PubliC	POliCy 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support a muslim-christian interfaith partnership aimed at 
engaging religious leaders and congregations in study and action 
on nuclear weapons concerns.  $50,000

citizeNs for gloBal solutioNs 
WashiNgtoN, dc
peace primary award. see page 33.  $5,456
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committee of scieNtists for gloBal security aNd 
arms coNtrol 
moscoW, russia
For a collaborative project with the eastwest Institute to convene 
an international working group of U.s. and russian experts 
who are assessing the missile threat from Iran and formulating 
proposals to resolve the impasse over ballistic missile defenses.  
$40,000

coNcerNed citizeNs for Nuclear safety 
saNta fe, Nm
For a campaign to recruit and train participants in public hearings 
on the Department of energy’s plans to modernize the nation’s 
nuclear weapons complex.  $12,000 

couNcil oN foreigN relatioNs 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to create an independent task force on the U.s. Nuclear 
weapons posture and promote its recommendations to 
policymakers.  $50,000

eastWest iNstitute 
NeW yorK, Ny
For a collaborative project with the committee of scientists for 
global security and arms control to convene an International 
working group of U.s. and russian experts who are assessing 
the missile threat from Iran and formulating proposals aimed at 
resolving the current impasse over ballistic missile defenses.  
$40,000

federatioN of americaN scieNtists 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support technical analyses, policymaker education and media 
outreach on nuclear, biological and space weapons issues and 
security-related intelligence matters.  $130,000

frieNds committee oN NatioNal legislatioN 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support lobbying and public advocacy on nuclear weapons 
issues.  $50,000

fuNd for peace 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For research and policy outreach to produce fresh approaches to 
the problem of threat convergence – the intersection between 
failing states, terrorism and weapons of mass destruction.  
$75,000

geNocide iNterveNtioN NetWorK
peace primary award. see page 33.  $12,902

gloBal greeN usa 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For policy advocacy, public education and media outreach aimed 
at ensuring continued U.s. and international funding for chemical, 
biological and nuclear weapons destruction in the U.s. and 
russia.  $40,000

to support the Nuclear National Dialogue in st. petersburg, the 
only public discussion on nuclear energy and weapons issues 
held in russia.  $7,000

peace primary award. see page 33.  $7,136

gloBal security iNstitute 
Bala cyNWyd, pa
to support a broad, multilateral approach with key governments 
outside the U.s. aimed at preserving and strengthening 
nonproliferation and disarmament, including acceptance by the 
nuclear powers of their commitments under article vI of the 
Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty.  $40,000

For a reception in geneva for attendees at the preparatory 
committee of the Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty, including 
diplomats, national delegations and civil society organizations.  
$1,785

goverNmeNt accouNtaBility proJect 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support efforts to defend whistleblowers in Department 
of energy nuclear programs, and to improve nuclear materials 
management and accountability.  $35,000

fuNd for peace 
washINgtoN, Dc

according to this year’s Failed states Index, somalia claims 
the unenviable distinction of being the state most at risk 
of failure. For the fourth year in a row, the Fund for peace 
examined data in 177 states to determine which were the 
most at risk of violent internal conflict and societal deterio-
ration. two countries near the top of the list, North Korea 
and pakistan, also possess nuclear weapons. the goal of 
the index is to stimulate action to promote stability and 
security in the world’s most dangerous states. Funded in 
part by ploughshares’ cowles Fund, ploughshares Fund is 
the sole funder of the Failed states Index.  $100,000

grants list  2007-2008
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greeN actioN 
Kyoto, JapaN
For national and international outreach to raise awareness and 
concern about Japan’s plutonium-based nuclear energy programs.  
$15,000

richard guthrie 
Wiltshire, uNited KiNgdom
to provide civil society monitoring and reporting from the 
chemical weapons convention review conference in the 
hague.  $7,200

harvard uNiversity / Belfer ceNter for scieNce aNd 
iNterNatioNal affairs 
camBridge, ma 
to support the managing the atom project’s research, analysis, 
policy maker briefings and media outreach on the prevention of 
nuclear terrorism.  $50,000

heal utah 
salt laKe city, ut
to support grassroots organizing and policy advocacy to ensure 
that Utah’s and the nation’s chemical weapons stocks are 
destroyed in a timely and safe manner.  $25,000

heart of america NorthWest research ceNter 
seattle, Wa
to support legal and legislative efforts to defend the voter-
approved Initiative 297 banning additional nuclear waste 
shipments to the hanford nuclear site.  $55,000

iNdepeNdeNt iNstitute 
oaKlaNd, ca
to support promotion of the book Twilight Wars, which examines 
the risks posed by U.s. space policy and the weaponization of 
space.  $9,500

iNstitut fraNçais des relatioNs iNterNatioNales 
paris, fraNce
to support efforts to influence and shape the european Union’s 
approach to space security.  $28,000

iNstitute for eNergy aNd eNviroNmeNtal research 
taKoma parK, md
to support a campaign to strengthen radiation protection 
standards; provide technical assistance and training to the 
grassroots peace and security community; and produce original 
analytical work on nuclear weapons and energy issues.  $50,000

iNstitute for policy studies 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support research and analysis on the proliferation and 
nuclear waste management implications of a proposed nuclear 
“renaissance” that would involve expanded nuclear power plant 
construction and operation.  $30,000

iNstitute of peace aNd coNflict studies 
NeW delhi, iNdia

to increase awareness among military officials of the 
consequences of current Indian and pakistani nuclear doctrines.  
$50,000

iNterNatioNal crisis group  
Brussels, Belgium aNd WashiNgtoN, dc
to educate and engage U.s. and international policy makers on 
high priority conflicts, including those in regions where nuclear 
weapons play a role.  $50,000 

iNterNatioNal iNstitute for strategic studies 
loNdoN, uNited KiNgdom
For the publication of a report examining the characteristics of a 
nuclear weapon-free world, and international outreach to promote 
the key findings of the study.  $60,000

iNstitute for scieNce aNd iNterNatioNal 
security 
washINgtoN, Dc

with the goal of “employing science to prevent war,” the 
Institute for science and International security (IsIs) this 
year performed outstanding independent technical assess-
ments aimed at strengthening the nuclear nonproliferation 
regime and reducing the dangers posed by nuclear weap-
ons and terrorism. IsIs tracked and reported on progress 
by Iran to develop its nuclear program; shed light on mys-
teries surrounding the Israeli strike in the syrian desert; 
and provided insights into ways to overcome the technical 
hurdles to completing the dismantlement of North Korea’s 
nuclear weapons facilities. IsIs’s president David albright 
is one of the proliferation experts most frequently sought 
out by journalists to provide expert commentary on nuclear 
weapons developments.  $75,000
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charles KartmaN  
edgeWater, NJ
two grants to analyze efforts by the Korean energy Development 
organization to implement the 1994 agreed Framework with 
North Korea in order to apply the lessons learned to current and 
future proliferation challenges.  $50,000

KeNtucKy eNviroNmeNtal fouNdatioN 
Berea, Ky
For grassroots organizing and lobbying to advocate for full funding 
of programs to dispose of U.s. chemical weapons in ways that 
best protect public health and safety.  $30,000

KrasNoyarsK regioNal eNviroNmeNtal movemeNt 
KrasNoyarsK, russia
to support expansion of the nuclearno.com website, which 
provides current news, analysis and investigative reporting on 
nuclear proliferation issues.  $9,000

liNK media 
saN fraNcisco, ca
For “Bridge to Iran,” a multimedia exchange designed to promote 
dialogue and understanding between americans and Iranians.  
$50,000

KatheriNe magraW 
charlottesville, va
For the peace and security Funders group, a forum to increase 
communication and cooperation among foundations making 
grants in the peace and security field, and to encourage new 
funders to participate. supported by grants from participating 
foundations, ploughshares Fund provides fiscal and 
administrative oversight of the project.  $234,220 

maiNstream media proJect 
arcata, ca 
to bring peace and security experts to public and commercial 
radio through the guests on call program, and to support the 
production of security-related radio programs on A World of 
Possibilities.  $50,000

massachusetts iNstitute of techNology/security 
studies program 
camBridge, ma
to support analysis and planning for specific scenarios related 
to security and proliferation that may occur in 2008, and the 
development of non-military responses to be promoted in the 
media.  $60,000

moNterey iNstitute of iNterNatioNal studies 
moNterey, ca
to convene informal discussions in annecy, France among policy 
analysts and delegates to the Nonproliferation treaty preparatory 
committee prior to the official conference.  $40,000

the NatioN iNstitute 
NeW yorK, Ny
to support Jonathan schell’s writing and speaking on nuclear 
weapons and security issues as a Nation Institute peace Fellow.  
$15,000

NatioNal academy of scieNces 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to enable a delegation of american scientists to participate in a 
workshop in tehran on “the misuse of science.”  $50,000

two grants for the development of proposals to redirect and 
provide gainful employment for North Korean nuclear weapons 
scientists.  $50,000

NatioNal committee oN americaN foreigN policy 
NeW yorK, Ny
to support a preliminary meeting among U.s. and North Korean 
representatives prior to the convening of the official working 
group on U.s.-DprK relations.  $5,000

NatioNal committee oN North Korea 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to educate members of congress, their staffs and executive 
branch policymakers about policy options related to North Korea.  
$50,000

Ploughshares Fund board member Philip Yun is a member of this 
organization.  Please see Conflict of Interest Policy, page 44.

NatioNal iraNiaN americaN couNcil 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to provide independent analysis on Iran through policy briefs, 
in-depth reports, media briefings and outreach to members of 
congress.  $60,000

to support an emergency media initiative to encourage direct 
U.s.-Iran diplomacy.  $15,000

NatioNal puBlic radio 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For coverage of breaking news and in-depth reporting on 
issues related to nuclear weapons and global conflict across 
Npr’s network of stations and array of programs, and potential 
expansion of its foreign bureaus.  $50,000

grants list  2007-2008
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NatioNal religious campaigN agaiNst torture 
WashiNgtoN, dc
peace primary award. see page 33.  $9,675

NatioNal religious partNership oN the Nuclear 
WeapoNs daNger 
WashiNgtoN, dc
peace primary award. see page 33.  $2,349

NatioNal security archive  
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support research into the history of nuclear decision making 
in order to provide insight into debates over current and future 
nuclear weapons policies.  $50,000

Natural resources defeNse couNcil 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support technical analysis and litigation aimed at preventing 
the proliferation of nuclear weapons and catalyzing a new debate 
on nuclear disarmament and the proliferation implications of an 
increased reliance on nuclear energy.  $50,000

Ploughshares Fund board member Patricia Sullivan is employed by 
this organization. Please see Conflict of Interest Policy, page 44.

Nautilus iNstitute for security aNd sustaiNaBle 
developmeNt 
saN fraNcisco, ca
to inform and educate policy makers on matters related to North 
Korea, and to maintain a bridge of communication and exchange 
with North Korea through energy training workshops.  $50,000

to support a civil society monitoring network in Northeast asia 
to track and report on public and government attitudes about 
nuclear weapons and proliferation.  $40,000

to produce technical analyses and a pragmatic approach to 
fulfilling the terms of the six-party agreement to end North 
Korea’s nuclear weapons program.  $12,000

NetWorK 20/20 
NeW yorK, Ny
to support a fact-finding mission to pakistan following general 
elections, aimed at informing U.s. policy makers on ways to 
promote stability in the region.  $40,000

For briefings and other activities to prepare delegation members 
for the mission to pakistan.  $9,000

NeW america fouNdatioN 
NeW yorK, Ny
For the arms trade research center’s research, publications and 
media outreach to advocate for changes in U.s. nuclear weapons 
programs and spending.  $40,000

NeW mexico commuNity fouNdatioN 
saNta fe, Nm
to support New mexicans for sustainable energy and effective 
stewardship, a coalition of groups that collaborate to educate and 
mobilize the public about nuclear weapons programs and policies 
that affect New mexico and the nation.  $70,000

NoNproliferatioN policy educatioN ceNter 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support a comprehensive analysis and a series of workshops 
on the full costs of expanded nuclear energy use worldwide, 
with emphasis on the ability to manage greater proliferation risks.  
$50,000

NoNvioleNt peaceforce 
miNNeapolis, mN
to support the recruitment, training and deployment of unarmed 
civilian peacekeepers to sri lanka and other conflict regions.  
$35,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

Nuclear Watch of NeW mexico 
saNta fe, Nm
to support research, analysis and advocacy related to nuclear 
and biological weapons programs at the los alamos and sandia 
National laboratories and throughout the nuclear weapons 
complex.  $50,000

NatioNal religious partNership oN the Nuclear 
WeapoNs daNger 
washINgtoN, Dc

“Faithful security” is an interfaith partnership that seeks 
to reduce the dangers from nuclear weapons and build 
participation by communities of faith in the movement 
for a nuclear weapon-free world by “keeping the moral 
imperative at the heart our work.” this year the campaign 
mobilized national church organizations to voice their oppo-
sition to the Department of energy’s “complex transfor-
mation” proposal, and has recruited many of the nation’s 
most prominent evangelical leaders to take a public stand 
in favor of a nuclear weapon-free world.  $65,000
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partNership for gloBal security 
philadelphia, pa
to strengthen and expand U.s.-russian cooperative nuclear 
threat reduction initiatives and efforts to create an international 
“cooperative proliferation prevention” system that also 
addresses biosecurity.  $80,000 

peace actioN educatioN fuNd 
silver spriNgs, md
to grow and strengthen a national grassroots constituency 
opposed to the development of nuclear weapons and in favor  
of non-military solutions to the standoff with Iran.  $50,000

peace primary award. see page 33.  $11,816

peace actioN West 
BerKeley, ca
to educate voters and elected officials in western states about 
nuclear weapons issues and to mobilize opposition to the 
reliable replacement warhead and modernization of the nuclear 
weapons complex.  $45,000

priNcetoN uNiversity 
priNcetoN, NJ
For research, technical analysis and development of policy 
proposals to cap south asian nuclear programs and influence 
debate on the U.s.-India nuclear cooperation agreement.  
$50,000

program oN iNterNatioNal policy attitudes 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support survey research on the prevailing attitudes in russia 
and the U.s. about nuclear weapons and policies, biodefense and 
space security.  $12,000

proJect oN goverNmeNt oversight 
WashiNgtoN, dc

to investigate and advocate solutions to security vulnerabilities 
at U.s. nuclear sites in order to foster greater accountability.  
$50,000

proJect ploughshares 
oNtario, caNada
to support the 2008 working group meeting for the space 
security Index, which assesses global progress toward achieving 
secure and sustainable access to space, and freedom from 
space-based threats.  $10,000

puBlic iNterNatioNal laW aNd policy group 
arliNgtoN, va
to provide pro bono legal assistance to governments involved 
in peace negotiations and in drafting post-conflict constitutions.  
$50,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

puBlic radio iNterNatioNal 
miNNeapolis, mN
to support coverage of global security issues on prI’s daily 
international news program The World.  $50,000

pugWash coNfereNces oN scieNce aNd World affairs 
rome, italy aNd WashiNgtoN, dc
to provide travel and administrative support for ambassador 
Jayantha Dhanapala, former UN Undersecretary general for 
Disarmament affairs, as he assumes the presidency of the 
organization.  $41,000

r. raJaramaN 
NeW delhi, iNdia
to support technical research and advocacy for an Indian fissile 
material cutoff and capping of the Indian nuclear arsenal.  
$18,000

peace aNd security iNitiative 
washINgtoN, Dc

through the peace and security Initiative (psI), advocacy 
organizations, grassroots groups, think tanks, academ-
ics and funders work together to increase their capacity 
to influence U.s. policy on a set of shared priorities – 
strengthening the global nonproliferation regime, stopping 
the expansion of the U.s. nuclear weapons complex and 
promoting strong, tough-minded diplomacy with Iran. over 
the past year, psI has positioned the peace and security 
community to be an influential resource for the new ad-
ministration and congress, and has provided training, com-
munications tools and networking opportunities to over 
one hundred organizations around the country.  $97,449

grants list  2007-2008
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refugees iNterNatioNal 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For the partnership for effective peacekeeping, a working 
group of security, humanitarian and human rights organizations 
advocating for policies to strengthen UN and multilateral peace 
operations.  $50,000

A grant from the Cowles Fund.

peace primary award. see page 33.  $48,273

rethiNK media 
BerKeley, ca
to support the continued growth of the first-of-its-kind strategic 
media institute designed to strengthen the media capacity, core 
communications and messaging competencies of the peace and 
security community.  $100,000

herBert scoville, Jr. peace felloWship 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to provide fellowships for recent college graduates working as 
full-time fellows in leading peace and security organizations in 
washington, Dc.  $50,000

search for commoN grouNd 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support a series of meetings between american, european 
and Iranian technicians, scientists and engineers to generate 
confidence-building measures and explore alternative technical 
options for Iran’s nuclear program.  $50,000

social scieNce research couNcil  
WashiNgtoN, dc
For public education and track two efforts to explore cooperative 
strategies for ending North Korea’s nuclear weapons and 
ballistic missile programs, and to defuse tensions on the Korean 
peninsula.  $40,000

special trade operatioNs coNsultiNg 
graysoN, ga
two grants to provide export control training for businesses in 
georgia, Ukraine, azerbaijan and moldova, a region vulnerable to 
nuclear smuggling.  $55,000

heNry l. stimsoN ceNter 
WashiNgtoN, dc
For analysis and advocacy aimed at promoting stronger UN and 
international peacekeeping capacity, including improving U.s. 
policy toward the UN and regional peace operations.  $40,000

to expand the security for a New century program, which 
convenes bipartisan congressional briefings and study groups for 
members of congress and their staffs on national security issues. 
$40,000

For analysis of the national security choices facing the U.s. and 
advocacy of a more balanced allocation of resources to support 
non-military tools of statecraft in order to make the U.s. and the 
world safer.  $40,000

studeNt pugWash usa 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to convene young scientists in national and regional forums for 
discussion and action on emerging science and technology policy 
issues, including nuclear and biological weapons, space weapons 
and missile defense.  $50,000

to develop an online student voter guide on science and security 
issues.  $7,000

tri-valley cares 
livermore, ca
to support research and monitoring of activities at the lawrence 
livermore National laboratory, and local education and policy 
advocacy to promote nuclear nonproliferation and disarmament.  
$50,000

heNry l. stimsoN ceNter 
washINgtoN, Dc

as one of the nation’s leading experts on space security 
policy, stimson center founder michael Krepon promotes 
the concept of “space assurance,” a comprehensive strat-
egy to ensure the safety and security of life-saving satel-
lites, and advocates an international code of conduct for 
responsible space-faring nations to prevent the weaponiza-
tion of space. In 2008, Krepon and his colleagues focused 
public and policy maker attention on the implications of the 
shoot-down by the U.s. of one of its disabled satellites – 
ostensibly needed to protect public safety, but essentially 
a test of an anti-satellite weapon.  $50,000
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true maJority
peace primary award and prize. see page 33.  $206,411

trumaN NatioNal security proJect 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to develop and mentor a network of emerging leaders in the 
national security field who can advocate for progressive values 
and sound policies.  $40,000

uNioN of coNcerNed scieNtists 
camBridge, ma
to support technical research and analysis, and education of 
presidential candidates and campaign staff on U.s. nuclear 
weapons policy, space weapons, missile defense and U.s.-china 
relations.  $80,000

For the twentieth annual summer symposium on science and 
world affairs, a program to train young scientists from around the 
world on policy-oriented international security issues.  $70,000

peace primary award. see page 33.  $42,432

u.s. civiliaN research aNd developmeNt fouNdatioN 
arliNgtoN, va
to support a U.s. workshop exploring possible cooperative 
threat reduction efforts with North Korea.  $12,000

uNiversity of califorNia at saN diego 
la Jolla, ca
to enable a North Korean delegation to attend a working group 
meeting in russia on Northeast asian regional security as part of 
the six-party process on North Korea’s nuclear program.  $12,000

verificatioN research, traiNiNg aNd educatioN ceNtre 
loNdoN, uNited KiNgdom
to support observation of the comprehensive test Ban 
treaty organization verification exercise in Kazakhstan and 
dissemination of findings among international policymakers. 
$31,833

WatsoN iNstitute for iNterNatioNal studies 
provideNce, ri
to support the development of a high school curriculum on 
nonproliferation and on U.s.-Iran relations.  $50,000

wOmen’S	aCtiOn	fOr	new	direCtiOnS 
arliNgtoN, ma
to support the women legislators’ lobby (will), a national 
network of women state legislators who seek to influence 
national policies on military spending, nuclear weapons and 
homeland security.  $50,000

to provide intensive media training for members of will.  $9,000

peace primary award. see page 33.  $12,685

World security iNstitute 
WashiNgtoN, dc
to support a multi-faceted campaign to promote a global compact 
to eliminate nuclear weapons, and continued support for the 
space security program.  $75,000

uNited NatioNs associatioN 
New yorK, Ny

For the past four years, ploughshares Fund has supported 
a track two process led by the United Nations association  
(UNa) designed to engage high-level Iranians and  
americans in considering new solutions to the impasse 
over Iran’s nuclear program. one proposal was revealed 
publicly in February, that is, to allow enriched uranium to 
be produced in Iran on a multilateral basis, jointly managed 
and operated on Iranian soil by an international consortium. 
It has generated interest in both Iran and the U.s., includ-
ing bipartisan support from members of the U.s. senate.  
$50,000

the coWles fuNd
the cowles Fund is a special ploughshares Fund resource 
to provide funding for conflict prevention and peacebuilding  
initiatives. established by the late mary lecron Foster and 
her husband george Foster in 1986, the cowles Fund has 
provided more than three million dollars to organizations  
and individuals engaged in efforts to build a deeper  
understanding of the roots of conflict and the practical 
ways to resolve them. In 2007-08, america abroad media, 
the center for International policy, center for strategic  
and International studies, Fund for peace, Nonviolent 
peaceforce, public International law and policy group  
and refugees International received grants from the 
cowles Fund.

grants list  2007-2008
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on the ballot in the peace primary:
american Friends service committee
center for arms control and Nonproliferation
citizens for global solutions
Faithful security/ National religious partnership on  

the Nuclear weapons Danger
genocide Intervention Network
global green Usa 
National religious campaign against torture
peace action
refugees International
true majority
Union of concerned scientists
women’s action for New Directions

“Today, Americans everywhere have a chance to make 
peace a priority in the next election, and at the same time, 
to support the groups that are leading the way toward a 
safer world,” said actor and activist Martin Sheen, as he 
launched the Peace Primary on September 1, 2007.

The Peace Primary was Ploughshares Fund’s way of 
commemorating our 25th anniversary, and at the same 
time helping twelve organizations gear up for the 2008 
election season. The unique online campaign asked 
members of the public to “vote” for their favorite groups 
with a small donation, and promised the top vote-getter 
a prize of $100,000 to help promote its agenda for peace 
and human security in the year ahead.

The organizations were selected by an all-star panel 
chaired by Mr. Sheen. All twelve had made major  
contributions toward addressing the most pressing  
security issues of the day – from preventing the spread  
of nuclear weapons, to stopping genocide, to ending  
the Iraq war – and planned to make sure that those 
concerns were front and center as the presidential and 
congressional races heated up.

After eight weeks of intense online campaigning, 
True Majority, the dynamic Vermont organization 
founded by Ben Cohen of Ben & Jerry’s fame, surged 
to the finish with over 100,000 votes, with Refugees 
International, American Friends Service Committee, 
and Union of Concerned Scientists in hot pursuit. Most 
important of all, every group took home every dollar 
donated on their behalf. When the polls closed on  
October 31, 2007 the Peace Primary had generated over 
$300,000 for the express purpose of making peace  
a priority in the national debate.

peace primary
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edie allen

Barbara and Bob Bachner

helene F. Belz

I. Inka Benton

David Bezanson

Julia Bloomfield

James B. Blume and  

Kathryn w. Frank

Dr. richard Bradus

mimi and Dick Brukenfeld

lew and sheana Butler

marguerite craig

patsy cravens

martin Dreyfuss

Joan and peter eilbott

Bob and mary lloyd estrin

veronica and curtis Fields

angela and Jeremy Foster

Jean Fraser and  

geoffrey r. gordon-creed

Barbara s. green

Joe gutstadt

roger l. hale

Julie and parker hall

Frances K. harris

David and arlene holloway

Jacques F. Jacobson

wayne Jaquith

Bud and Fran Johns

collier c. Kimball

peter Kohnke

ann l. Krumboltz

herbert Kurz

Jane langley

thomas c. layton  

Jeffrey r. leifer

alastair mactaggart

marjorie D. main

David and sandra matteson

carole l. mendelsohn

mr. and mrs. william r. miller

lynda palevsky

merrill and charlotte palmer

abraham and camille pollack

Jean s. prokopow

edward rawson

robert a. rubinstein and  

sandra lane

margaret e. saunders

mr. and mrs. James g. 

sherwood

rosalind singer

margaret r. spanel

mary B. strauss

patricia sullivan

marilyn l. thomas

martha o. vinick

Brooks walker III

rebecca wood watkin

edith B. wilkie

philip yun

anonymous (1)

Ploughshares Fund’s Nuclear-Free Legacy Society honors individuals who have made 
a commitment to building a world free of nuclear weapons by including Ploughshares 
Fund in their estate plans. Ploughshares Fund acknowledges and thanks the following 
members for their vision and generosity:

There are many ways to integrate gifts to Ploughshares Fund into your personal financial plans, such as including 
Ploughshares in your will, making an exceptional gift from your IRA, investing in our Pooled Income Fund, or setting  
up an individual charitable trust. If you would like more information about estate planning, visit www.peacegiving.org.  
We also invite you to speak with our planned giving advisor to discuss various charitable giving opportunities, at no cost  
to you and in complete confidence. Please contact Deputy Director Dick Bunce for more information. 

marjorie main
Falls church, va  
Pictured here with her granddaughters, 
Marjorie Main has included 
Ploughshares Fund in her will. 

“ever since I first heard of 

ploughshares Fund, I have 

marveled at the talents of 

the people ploughshares 

supports.”

the Nuclear-Free legacy society
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ploughshares council

couNcil amBassadors

gifts	of	$100,000	or	more
edie allen

Brico Fund, llc

Kathryn w. Davis

estate of richard h.  

goodwin, sr.

mccay living trust

richard and sarah pritzlaff

the schooner Foundation

anonymous

gifts	of	25,000	-	99,999
ayrshire Foundation

estate of agnes c. F. Brodie

mr. and mrs. william gardner 

Brown

cogan Family Foundation

connect Us Fund of the tides 

Foundation

John B. gilpin

Julie and parker hall

John and susan hess

edward F. and  

carol Jean Newman

rehael Fund - roger l. hale/

eleanor l. hall Fund of the 

minneapolis Foundation

rockefeller Brothers Fund

cynthia ryan

margaret e. saunders

martin and toni sosnoff 

Foundation

working assets/creDo 

grantmaking Fund of tides 

Foundation

margaret and angus wurtele 

Foundation

anonymous (4)

gifts	of	10,000	-	24,999
Jonathan and Kathleen altman 

Foundation

cindy and eric Bauer 

arbanovella

Frances and Benjamin 

Benenson Foundation

mark and sharon Bloome and 

the heart of america Fund of 

the tides Foundation

James B. Blume and  

Kathryn w. Frank

terry gamble Boyer and  

peter Boyer

susie tompkins Buell Fund 

of the marin community 

Foundation

lew and sheana Butler

Doug carlston

the edward t. cone Foundation

sage and John cowles

mark and rena Davidow 

philanthropic Fund

peggy and reid Dennis

the Denny Fund of the 

minneapolis Foundation

laurie t. Dewey

Diao Family Foundation

sarah c. Doering

michael K. Douglas

mr. and mrs. wolcott B. 

Dunham, Jr.

Firedoll Foundation

angela and Jeremy Foster

John c. and chara c. haas

thomas hall and onward Fund

F. warren hellman

Kate and richard holmstrom

edith hornor

Dena Kaye

carolyn Kleefeld

the leavens Foundation

Bertram N. linder

marjorie D. main

Barbara manger and Bill lynch

harle g. montgomery

mrs. albert moorman

stewart r. mott charitable 

trust

Dr. victoria t. murphy

New land Foundation, Inc.

susan and Bill oberndorf

vivian and paul olum 

Foundation

vance K. opperman

gilman ordway

the will and Julie parish Fund 

of the tides Foundation

ann and michael parker

lisille and henry matheson
san Francisco  
Not only have the Mathesons been 
steadfast supporters for more than 20 
years, Henry designed and built the 
exquisite table around which Ploughshares 
Fund’s Board of Directors gathers 
throughout the year.

“sally lilienthal’s passion and 

commitment inspired us to 

make out first contribution, 

and her commitment became 

ours, too. we are very proud 

to support work that fosters 

peace and world safety for all 

of us and, especially, for future 

generations.”

Members of the Ploughshares Council provide leadership and sustained support  
to Ploughshares Fund through their annual gifts of $1,000 or more.

Bequests

agnes c. F. Brodie 

richard h. goodwin, sr. 

mccay living trust 

suzanne platoff 

george r. thornton
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annette J. roberts and Joan 

r. robertson Fund for world 

peace, world law and peace 

education of the greater 

milwaukee Foundation

Joan and william matson roth

gail seneca

margaret r. spanel

Barry and marjorie traub

Underdog Fund of the tides 

Foundation

Brooks walker III

lucinda watson

Jann wenner

Jill troy werner/werner Family 

Foundation

alba witkin

peggy and lee Zeigler

anonymous (6) 

couNcil eNvoys

annual	gifts	of	$5,000	-	$9,999
cynda collins arsenault

artifex software

Barbara Bauer

helene F. Belz

virginia Blacklidge

sheana Butler

roxanne and mardy cason

samuel and Janine chapin

laurie cohen

the sheby cullom Davis 

Foundation

mrs. Julia Dayton

l peter Deutsch

phyllis Diebenkorn

martin Dreyfuss

Bob and mary lloyd estrin

connie Foote Family Fund of 

the saint paul Foundation 

Barbara Foster and  

larry hendrickson

James B. and louise Frankel

greg gretsch

sharon and william gross

David and margie guggenhime

henry c. hart

ruth and alfred heller Fund

victoria holt

James c. hormel

emily Kunreuther

John p. mcBride Family and the 

aBc Foundation

the leo model Foundation

Katharine mountcastle

Bruce and vicki pate

tony pipa and terry seery

pisces Foundation

olive higgins prouty 

Foundation, Inc.

purple lady Fund/  

Barbara J. meislin

william and eleanor revelle

marian F. & horace y. rogers 

Foundation

Bruce and phyllis rosenblum

Fannette h. sawyer

Joel and albert schreck

susan shaw and  

thomas w. crane

John m. and  

catherine manz smith

rodney smith

christopher stack, m.D.

phyllis and max thelen

marilyn l. thomas

louise mead walker-resor 

through the george mead, Jr. 

Foundation 

J. robinson west

anonymous (3) 

couNcil diplomats

annual	gifts	of	$1,000	-	$4,999
corinne abel

pat and ronald D. adler

Jeanette e. akhter

marcia angle and mark 

trustin Fund of the triangle 

community Foundation

Kristin l. anundsen

alan appleford

reza aslan

Barbara and Bob Bachner

Dorothy Bacon

maura and Nick Balaban

elizabeth and  

Frederick Balderston

gustavo Bamberger

c. minor Barringer

Francis Beidler III

william and rita Bender

marilyn and alan Bergman

rudolf a. Bergmann

michael Berkman

Nancy Bernstein and  

robert schoen

carol and Frank Biondi

steve Birdlebough

elspeth g. Bobbs

amy and Joshua Boger

eugenie rowe Bradford

Dr. richard Bradus

margaret Brick

susan okie Bush

anne h. cahn

leo J. and celia carlin Fund

steve carr

caufield Family Foundation

e. Joseph charney

Dr. Nirupa chaudhari and  

Dr. stephen roper

rod and Nancy chiamulon

Dorothy D. ciarlo

mary cleveland

James cobey

william K. coblentz

anne corcos

David cortright

margaret F. cousineau

Daniel cox

patsy cravens

constance crawford

Irwin and Florence cromwell

lois and lawrence Dahms

Kitty Dana

erin Dann

robert and loni Dantzler

sara Davis

Jennifer Degolia

Betsy Deisroth

cindy and Jeff Dohse

reverend James K. Donnell

winifred Dooley

catherine Douglass

Joan and graham Driscoll

Drumstick Fund

gloria Duffy

george and Kathy edwards

peter edwards

peter and charlotte ehrenhaft

Joan and peter eilbott

ploughshares council
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mohamed elsanousi

charlene engelhard

the lisa esherick Fund

peter Felsenthal and  

Jennifer litchfield 

carolyn and timothy Ferris

carol and John Field

veronica and curtis Fields

holy Name province 

Franciscans

claire w. Frank 

miriam Frankel

Jean Fraser and  

geoffrey r. gordon-creed

Jack and Deborah French

heidi Frenzel

eleanor Friedman and  

Jonathan cohen

Donald s. gann

sheryl p. gardner, m.D.

Dr. al garren

stuart gasner and Kate Ditzler

John gault

chris geisler

John and monica geocaris

wayne glass

sarah and seth glickenhaus

linda g. gochfeld, m.D.

pan godchaux

Barbara goldenberg

Irene goldman

ruth and harold l. goldman 

philanthropic Fund

laurel gonsalves

edward goodwin

Jean t. gordon

michael gordon

priscilla B. grace

edward graham

carolyn a. gray

richard and mary l. gray

Kathleen gwynn and  

Jonathan w. B. cosby

susan J. haas and Keith patti

Deborah harmon

alan hassenfeld

Diane hawkins

help on the way Fund

robert henigson

John hirschi Fund of the 

wichita Falls area community 

Foundation

sandra and charles hobson

David and arlene holloway

catherine Newman holmes

helen r. homans Fund

trish hooper

patricia hooper

proctor w. houghton

Daniel walker howe

John hoyt

cecelia hurwich, ph.D.

Karen Jacob

gloria Jarecki

Jack Jensen and  

cathleen o’Brien

robert D. and virgina r. Joffe

angela Jones

Braun Jones

martina Jones

Braun Jones III

meg and lawrence Kasdan

robert l. Katz

Benjamin and Doris Keh

gina and rich Kelley

Jean Kemble

margaret l. Keon

chandler g. Ketchum

elisabeth Kidder

linda Kim

Jim Kimsey

peter Kirsch

tal Klein

sue Klem

Burke Knapp

pamela and marty Krasney

herbert and edythe Kurz

leonard merrill Kurz

Fred lager

lee and luis lainer

Bernice K. lasker

elizabeth and scott lassar

marta Jo lawrence

thomas c. layton and  

gyongy laky  

thomas e. and  

Barbara B. leggat

James and susan lenfestey

susan and thomas lippard

Doris a. loder

loeser Family charitable trust

henry D. lord

mari and tom lowe

Jeffrey lurie Family Foundation

Bonnie and David macKenzie

Frances w. magee

Judith maier

trish malloch-Brown

robert mang

marks Family Foundation

andrew marshall

martin Family Foundation,  

Jan and vince martin trust

lisille and henry matheson

robert Dantzler
san Francisco  
Robert and Loni Dantzler have been 
contributors for over a decade and 
members of the Ploughshares Council 
since 2002.

“my wife and I bought this 

actual ploughshare at a 

medina while traveling in 

morocco. It made us think of 

ploughshares Fund and how 

proud we are to be part of the 

ploughshares council and to 

support your important work.”
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paul maxwell

tatiana maxwell

Downs and Irene mccloskey

mcKenzie river gathering 

Foundation

elizabeth h. meiklejohn

paulette meyer and  

David a. Friedman

richard and marlene millikan 

Family Fund

renate and John mirsky

moldaw Family Foundation

penelope more

claire and lawrence morse

roger mumford

mary munter

mitchell Nadel

sara Nerken

Jim Newman

thomas B. Newman, m.D., mph

Frances c. Nyce

obermayer Foundation, Inc.

virginia and herbert oedel

suzanne o’hatnick

william c. orr

lynda palevsky

christy and yorgy papadakis

Janet Fitch parker

helen and Blair pascoe

allie perry

elizabeth c. peters

helen and Joseph pickering

estate of suzanne platoff

Bettina plevan

lyle poncher

patricia pope

robert and marcia popper

Nancy r. posel

elizabeth puro

Daniel and helen Quinn

andrea and alan rabinowitz

Zeke rabkin

the ravenscroft Fund

edward rawson

mark t. reiner

stanley resor

ellen c. revelle

Burton rockwell

Norman rohlfing

ruth and harold roitenberg

robert a. rubinstein and 

sandra lane

paul sack

sara sandford

mark sandler

James c. sanford

vicki sant

tom and Barbara sargent

Deb sawyer

stephen a. schwarzman

marvin and carol sears

margo sensenbrenner

andrew m. sessler

suzanne and theodore r. seton

robert h. settlage

susan shaer

stanley and Betty sheinbaum

sayre p. sheldon

allen and w.F. shelton

robert e. sims

elaine allen smith

harlan and margaret smith

Jane ann J. smith and  

Donald w. smith

w. mason and Jean m. smith

Dick and helen spalding

Nancy stephens and  

rick rosenthal at the 

rosenthal Foundation

Fred and susan stern

Julie stevens

Frances w. stevenson

william and lee strang Fund of 

the minneapolis Foundation

andrew and thelma Klein 

strauss

lucy B. stroock

patricia F. sullivan

Darian and rick swig

roselyne c. swig

sharyl thompson

carol and gary torre

sandra tully

william Bennett turner

allison and michael 

vanDercreek

Joanne and philip von Blon

theodore von der ahe, Jr. trust

mr. and mrs. Brooks walker, Jr. 

Doug and maggie walker

stephen a. warnke

rebecca wood watkin

Irene m. weigel

Jan weil

laura west

Deborah t. whitney

mason willrich

Barbara J. winne

charlotte vaughan winton

michael and penny winton

mary wohlford Foundation

James h. worth

robin m. wright

Dr. sophia yen

peg yorkin

anonymous (14)

peace aNd security 

fuNders group

a. J. muste memorial  

Institute, Inc.

the aloha Fund of the marin 

community Foundation

the arca Foundation

carnegie corporation of  

New york

colombe Foundation

compton Foundation, Inc.

educational Foundation of 

america

Donald Ferencz

the Ford Foundation

adelaide gomer

the Iara lee & george gund III 

Foundation

the John D. and catherine t. 

macarthur Foundation

stewart r. mott charitable trust

the prospect hill Foundation

rockefeller Brothers Fund

murray rosenblith

samuel rubin Foundation

the scherman Foundation, Inc.

secure world Foundation

the simons Foundation

the stanley Foundation

stokes Foundation

anonymous

ploughshares council
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our loyal contributors

carol Field
san Francisco  
Carol and John Field gave Ploughshares 
Fund one of its first contributions in 1982, 
and have been faithful supporters ever since.

“as a close friend and long-time 

admirer of sally’s, I am grateful 

that ploughshares continues its 

commitment to the work that she 

began years ago. as the world 

has changed in unforeseeable 

ways with new threats and 

challenges, ploughshares has 

never seemed more necessary. 

I continue to be impressed by 

grantees whose specialized 

knowledge allows the Fund to 

target innovative approaches 

that can be set in motion in a 

miraculously short space of time.”

the origiNals - 25-year loyal doNors • Julia Bloomfield • Lew and Sheana Butler 

Jerry and Joy Carlin • Laurie Cohen • Steven and Rebecca Cohen • Helen and Raj Desai 

phyllis Diebenkorn • a. whitney ellsworth • carol and John Field 

James B. and louise Frankel • Eleanor Friedman and Jonathan Cohen • Albert Haas, Jr. 

ann and george hogle • trish hooper • James c. hormel • lori and mark horne 

thomas c. layton and gyongy laky • John L. Levy • Mrs. Albert Moorman 

stewart r. mott charitable trust • mrs. edmund Nash • Jim Newman 

will and Julie parish • ann and michael parker •  Joan and william matson roth 

hannelore and robert royston • paul sack • Joel and albert schreck • rosalie seton  

suzanne and theodore r. seton • Peter Stern and Holly Badgley • Rosalind Singer  

mary B. strauss • gladys thacher • mary and carter thacher • Deborah t. whitney 

alba witkin

15 - 24 year loyal doNors • mrs. corinne abel • richard m. and connie adams 

pat and ronald D. adler • Jeanette e. akhter • edie allen • Jonathan and Kathleen altman  

Kristin l. anundsen • mr. and mrs. h. Jack apfelbaum • alan appleford  

elizabeth p. and elisha atkins • Barbara Baer • mitchell Bain • Kate solari Baker  

elizabeth and Frederick Balderston • g. octo Barnett, m.D. • c. minor Barringer  

richard h. Barsanti • Francis Beidler III • helene F. Belz • henry and anne Bent  

gerald Bergeron • Jerry m. Bernhard • murray l. Berrie • Dr. robert w. Birge  

linda c. Black • virginia Blacklidge • andrew Blane • susan Brown and william Blum  

James B. Blume and Kathryn w. Frank • elspeth g. Bobbs • Kathryn Bollhoefer  

Joan g. Botwinick • John Bowers and linda stevens • eugenie rowe Bradford  

charles Brainard • Dr. leon Bramson • martin Bronk, m.D. • Dr. and mrs. James Bronk  
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• This year, Ploughshares Fund awarded $5,795,958 
to organizations and individuals for programs around 
the world aimed at preventing the use of nuclear, 
biological and chemical weapons and to prevent 
armed conflict.

• Ploughshares Fund is one of the five largest  
foundations in the country addressing these issues, 
and the largest whose exclusive mission is  
grantmaking for peace and security initiatives.

• All annual contributions go directly to the programs 
we fund, with nothing subtracted for operations 
or fundraising. Ploughshares Fund maximizes our 
donors’ investments by ensuring that operating 
expenses are covered by our Board of Directors and a 
draw from our capital reserves (permanent and board-
designated endowment funds).

• A draw of $2,924,577 was transferred from the  
capital reserves this year to fund current grantmaking 
and operations in accordance with endowment  
management policies overseen by Ploughshares 
Fund’s Investment Committee. The larger draw is  
a reflection of the Board of Directors’ determination 
that Ploughshares Fund should expand its  
institutional capacity and grantmaking in order to 
capitalize on a new political opening to make progress 
toward a world free of nuclear weapons.  

• Supporting services include expenses related to the 
appointment of Ploughshares Fund’s new president, 
the hiring of a director of government affairs and the 
opening of a Washington, DC office.

• Of the $38,888,501 in total net assets reported 
at the end of the year, $36,583,122 is held in our 
capital reserves, which were established to provide 

stable and predictable funds for annual and long-
term grantmaking and operations. Donors added 
$4,608,822 to the Ploughshares endowments this 
year – including the Sally Lilienthal Legacy Fund, 
the Cowles Endowment Fund, the Lew and Sheana 
Butler Fund for Nuclear Disarmament, and the 
Ploughshares Fund general endowment.

• Ploughshares Fund is a resourceful, cost-effective 
organization that works to keep operational and 
fundraising expenses low in order to allocate as much 
money as possible to programs aimed at building a 
safer, more peaceful world. This year we spent 86.6% 
of our budget on grantmaking and program expenses, 
exceeding standards set by the National Charities 
Information Bureau/Better Business Bureau and 
Charity Navigator, which gave Ploughshares Fund  
4 stars for excellence in financial management and  
effectiveness – its highest rating.

ploughshares fuNd graNts
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Nuclear 
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conflict prevention 
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missiles and space 
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support aNd reveNue 2008 2007

Contributions  9,172,602 12,302,496

Interest and short term  
investment return -335 27,007

Investment return  -2,358,293 4,548,242

Changes in value of split-interest  
agreements 12,796 12,796

total support aNd reveNue 6,826,770 16,890,541

expeNses 

Program Services 

Grants from Ploughshares Fund 5,237,138 3,706,276

Grants from Cowles Fund 325,000 270,000

Special Projects 415,741 587,372

Program support 672,365 415,533

 

Supporting Services2 

General administration 419,969 433,666

Development 610,797 598,872

total expeNses 7,681,010 6,011,719

chaNge iN Net assets -854,240 10,878,822

Net assets, BegiNNiNg of year 39,742,741 28,863,919

Net assets, eNd of year 38,888,501 39,742,741

1 A completed audited financial report is available upon request. 

2  All administrative and fundraising expenses are covered by contributions 
from Ploughshares Fund’s Board of Directors, an annual endowment draw  
and allocations from a few foundations.

3  These assets include investments in Ploughshares’ Pooled Income Fund.

4 Net assets include $2.75 million in pledges, $1.72 million of which is for  
Ploughshares Fund’s endowment campaign.  
  

assets aNd liaBilities 2008 2007

For fiscal year ended June 30, 2008 

Assets3 

Cash and cash equivalents 851,052 870,597

Promises to give 2,647,886 3,090,460

Interest receivable and other assets 50,296 70,814

long term investments 37,078,908 37,187,311

Fixed assets (less accumulated 56,884 13,141 
depreciation and amortization) 

total assets 40,685,026 41,232,323 

liaBilities aNd Net assets 

liabilities 

Accounts payable and 124,391 121,725 
accrued expenses 

Grants payable 1,594,673 1,277,600

Deferred revenue 77,461 90,257

total liaBilities 1,796,525 1,489,582

Net assets 

Unrestricted 12,123,699 11,090,510

Temporarily restricted 22,015,415 24,457,824

Permanently restricted 4,749,387 4,194,407

total Net assets 4 38,888,501 39,742,741

total Net liaBilities 40,685,026 41,232,323 
aNd Net assets

July 1, 2007 – June 30, 2008
Financial report1
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As a public foundation, dependent upon the contribu-
tions and involvement of members of the public, Plough-
shares Fund has a special commitment to ethical behavior 
and transparency in our work. The board and staff of the 
Ploughshares Fund are encouraged to play active roles in 
their communities, which may lead, from time to time, to 
potential conflicts of interest or the appearance of such. It 
is our policy to acknowledge such conflicts openly and ap-
propriately. Conflicting involvements include but are not 
limited to: Ploughshares Fund board, staff or immediate 
family members of board or staff members serving on the 
boards of applicant organizations, or doing business with 
or being employed by applicant organizations. In cases 
of such conflicts or the appearance thereof, Ploughshares 
Fund board members and staff are expected to disclose 
the conflict prior to making any grant-related decisions 
and to abstain from voting or participating in the discus-
sion of the applicant organization other than to answer 
specific questions that may be raised by other board mem-
bers. In cases where a grant is awarded to an organization 
and one or more of Ploughshares Fund’s board members 
has abstained from voting as the result of a conflict or the 
appearance thereof or a staff member has a conflict or the 
appearance thereof, such circumstances shall be identified 
in the Annual Report.

Ploughshares Fund supports organizations and individuals 
across the globe who are working to stop the spread and 
use of nuclear weapons, prevent conflicts that would lead 
to their use and promote nuclear disarmament. Please re-
fer to our website, www.ploughshares.org, for guidelines, 
application requirements and deadlines. Proposals must 
be submitted by email to proprosals@ploughshares.org. 
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